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Case 1 - Rahman 

   Raman, a young man, age 22, late arrival to Sweden (age 16). Rahman has 

participated in ”Language introduction” to learn Swedish. Rahman has reached 

the first goal, which means that he is eligible to access adult studies. His dream 

is to receive a diploma and a complete grade and the certificat from an adult 

vocational program as a car mechanic. His grades are good and his Swedish is 

quite adequate. He lives alone with his four younger siblings and  has a big 

responsibility as a caretaker to his siblings. 

 

     - How will he reach his goal with his studies and how does he finance his living? 

- What are the possible means for Rahman to support himself during his studies?   
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Case 2 - Robin 

    Robin, 23 years old. He is a drop-out who has ”restarted” his studies in 

vocational training a couple of times. He now lives in an apartment with his 

pregnant girlfriend. The last couple of years he lived in the greyzones of society 

and has served a penalty in jail. The penalty got him started in reorganzing his 

life. In jail he was informed about his possibilities to choose vocational training 

for adults.   

 

 - What are Robins possibilities?   

 - How will he be able to finance his studies and his life? 
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Case 3 - Klara 
     Klara, 19,5 years old. She is a drop-out and has restarted 

her studies a couple of times. She lives with her parents, 

and her main social network is in virtual world in the 

computer.  

 

     Klara suffers from health problems such as anxiety, 

depressions and self destructive behaviour. She is 

interested in a medical check-up in order find out if she has 

a diagnose of some kind. 

 

     - How can Klara get help?  

 - What are the means and possibilities for her? 
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Case 4 - Amelie 

Amelie, 26, diagnozed with mental retardation, 

and learning disabilities. Anna has graduated  

from the compulsary school for the intellectually 

challenged and is a skilled kitchener. 

 

- Is it possible for Anna to get employed?  

- What are the means for her to get support? 
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Case 5 - Simon 
Simon, 28, has a degree from the university and the  

Programme of Tourism. Unfortunately it is not a degree that is 

attractive or useful for the labour market. 

 

- Where does Simon go to get support to get a job?  


